Castle,
We built a new custom home in Boca Raton, my husband and I must have gone to
30 different marble and granite fabricators. Either they did not have a good enough
selection or they would not allow us to use whatever granite or marble we wanted to in
all of our different areas. So many places would only allow you to buy entire slabs of
granite forcing us to use one piece over and over again. We wanted our home to be
unique and choose what we wanted were we wanted it to go, Castle allowed us to do this.
Everyone was always patient and helpful in every way, the selection, fabrication and
installation were flawless. We could not be happier with the expert craftsmanship
provided by the helpful staff at Castle Tile, Marble, & Granite.
Louis Carosella
Castle,
It is with great pleasure that we recommend Castle Tile. Every aspect of our
interaction with them was professional and exceptional. They more than met our
expectations while designing the project, picking materials or answering our constant
questions during installation. We highly recommend them to others. Our projects turned
out beautifully. We are so grateful we found them.
Keith & Ida Reed
Castle,
Excellent job!! I am very satisfied with the staff & quality of our products. I
would definitely recommend Castle Tile.
Anu Nagar
Castle,
We purchased a “beautiful” slab of granite from Castle. I looked at several granite
places but “no one” had the granite we loved. We were very happy with the service and
installation of our granite. It looks absolutely beautiful with our kitchen cabinets and
everyone who sees it, loves it. I have already sent a customer to Castle & my friend
purchased two beautiful pieces for her two bathrooms!
Diane Brisson
Castle,
I was very happy with the selection of the granite, the advice I received, and the
workmanship of the staff. My kitchen can be in a model house. I am very proud of my
choices.
Erni Mayer

Castle,
My husband and I are very happy with the quality of work done in our kitchen.
Castle Marble were honest enough to tell us we had some left over granite. We then used
that granite to install windowsills and three bathroom vanities. We will use Castle to
install our floors when we are ready to do so. Sami was professional, patient, and
suggested helpful ideas. We have recommended two other people to them.
Susan & Dee Smith

Castle,
Hi Sami, thanks again for the quality work and marble tile. The finished product
is absolutely beautiful, and the installers were true craftsmen. They did an impressive job,
and finished on time. We are thrilled with the floor, and will be coming back to you when
we redo the bathrooms. Take care Sami.
Kenneth Coutumas
Castle,
We chose Castle based on their selection, price, and knowledgeable sales people.
Their workers had to remove carpet, tile, and marble from our living, dining and kitchen
areas as well as three (3) bathrooms. Their crew is careful and hardworking and did an
excellent job in the installation of marble. Our apartment has been transformed and we
love it.
Joe & Nancy Costabile
Castle,
As one of the Directors of Braemar Isle Condo Association it was my pleasure to
work with Sami of Castle Tile. Together we designed and executed three kitchen plans
for Social Rooms in our Condominium. The price for granite was competitive and I was
able to pick out the granite slabs I liked. The installation was efficient and the
workmanship more than satisfactory. Installation problems were dealt with promptly and
satisfactory. I’m happy to recommend Castle Tile and their staff.
Deanna Kelvin
Castle,
Sami- was great at the office. Very helpful and very considerate. Also has a great
eye for matching. Installers- Both guys that did the installing of the granite & backsplash

were very efficient and did a great job. The finished product we are very happy with and
have gotten a lot of compliments.
Louis Simone

